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A method for constructing a bank of items scored
in two or more ordered response categories is de-
scribed and illustrated. This method enables multistep
problems, rating scale items, question "clusters," and
other items using partial credit scoring to be calibrated
and incorporated into an item bank, and it provides a
mechanism for computer adaptive testing with items of
this type. Procedures are described for calibrating an
initial set of items, for testing the fit of items to the
underlying measurement model, and for linking new
items to an existing item bank. The method is illus-
trated using items from the Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal.

The first requirement in the construction of an
item bank is a collection of items. These items

usually are organized by content and catalogued
for easy reference. The second requirement is a
psychometric method which can be used to con-
struct a coherent measurement system from an item
collection. This psychometric method is used to

calibrate items, to identify items which are anom-
alous in their operation, and to provide measures
which are freed of the particulars of the items at-
tempted. Since the development of psychometric
models capable of supporting such a measurement
system, item banks have been established at a num-
ber of sites throughout the world, including Aus-
tralia (Cornish & Wines, 1977; Hill, 1985; Tog-

nolini, 1982), England (Choppin, 1968, 1976, 1978,
1981; Elliott, 1983), Scotland (Pollitt, 1979, 1985),
the United States (Forster & Ascher, 1977; Koslin,
Koslin, Zeno, & Wainer, 1977; Wongbundhit, 1985;
Wri~ht ~ J~ell, 1984), and Austria (Kubinger, 1985).
A limitation of most calibrated item banks is that

they contain only dichotomously scored items-
usually dichotomously scored multiple-choice items.
In some contexts this is not a serious limitation,
but in others, the restriction of an item bank to only
items scored correct or incorrect can place an un-
acceptable constraint on the forms of assessment
the bank makes possible. This is particularly true
of banks used in the assessment of educational
achievement. For the assessment of skills such as

problem solving and essay writing, dichotomously
scored items usually are considered inadequate.

This paper describes and illustrates a method for

banking test and questionnaire items scored in sev-
eral ordered response categories. The measurement
model applied here is a member of the Rasch family
of measurement models, and thus permits person
parameters to be conditioned out of the procedure
for calibrating items (Rasch, 1960, 1977). This is
especially desirable in the construction of an item
bank because different items are invariably cali-
brated on different groups of individuals. Two uses
of this method-to calibrate a core of items to

begin an item bank, and then to link new items to
an existing bank through common-item equating-
are illustrated below.
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Polytoinously-Scored Items s

Items scored in several ordered response cate-

gories are widely used in educational and psycho-
logical measurement. They are particularly com-
mon in psychological questionnaires used to measure
attitudes and personality; but partial credit scoring
is also very common in tests and examinations scored

by hand. If the advantages of item banking and
computer adaptive testing are to be extended to
items of this type, then a psychometric method for
calibrating and banking items scored in more than
two ordered response categories is required. This
paper begins by outlining several different types
of polytomously-scored items that might be cali-
brated and incorporated into an item bank. Al-
though the data analyzed in this paper are based
on one particular way of defining a set of ordered
response categories, the method described here
should be general enough for use with a wide va-
riety of item types.

Problems

One example of an item which is usually not
scored dichotomously is the multistep problem. Items
of this type are common in educational assessment,
particularly in subject areas such as mathematics
and the physical sciences. These items are designed
to assess students’ abilities to identify an appro-
priate solution strategy and to pursue this strategy
to a successful conclusion. It is usual in scoring
items of this type to identify several intermediate
stages in the solution of each problem and to award
credit on the basis of the number of steps com-

pleted. In this way, several ordered levels of per-
formance are defined for each item.

Although problem-solving items are common on
educational tests and examinations, their inclusion
in calibrated item banks is hampered by the limi-
tations of most item banking procedures to dicho-
tomously scored items. Bank developers wishing
to include problem-solving tasks in their banks are
confronted with the choice of either scoring mul-
tistep problems dichotomously so that they can be
calibrated, or simply collecting and cataloguing these

items without attempting to incorporate them into
their measuring systems.

Rating Scales

Another common format for recording students’
performances on an item is to rate responses on a
scale (e.g., 1 to 10). This format is particularly
popular for recording performances on tasks such
as building a model, assembling a piece of appa-
ratus, carrying out a procedure, or writing an essay.
In assembling a collection of items of this type,
each task (e.g., each essay topic) might be accom-
panied by a scoring scheme describing the criteria
to be applied in rating performances on that task,
perhaps with examples of attempts at each of the
rating points. This entire set of materials (task,
scoring criteria, examples) might then be treated
as an &dquo;item&dquo; and calibrated for inclusion in a bank.

Items from attitude scales and personality in-

ventories which provide respondents with a set of
ordered response alternatives (e.g., Never, Some-
times, Often, Always) might also be calibrated and
included in an item bank. Once calibrated, these
items can be used in the construction of new ques-
tionnaire forms or as a basis for computer adaptive
assessment (Koch & Dodd, 1985).

Question Clusters

Occasionally, test and questionnaire items come
in clusters with all items in a cluster relating to the
same piece of text. An example of a cluster of
items, taken from the Watson-Glaser Critical

Thinking Appraisal, is shown in Figure 1. The three
items shown here (Items 65, 66, and 67) all refer
to the sentence in italics immediately above them.
Respondents are asked to evaluate the strength of
each of these three arguments and to describe each

argument as either &dquo;strong&dquo; or &dquo;weak.&dquo; (Respon-
dents are instructed not to let their personal atti-
tudes toward an issue influence their evaluation of

the argument. For an argument to be strong it must
be both important and directly related to the topic.)
Each response is then scored correct or incorrect.
One issue that arises in the use of clusters of this

type is that of local independence. If Items 65, 66,
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Figure 1
An Example of a Cluster Item

and 67 in Figure 1 are analyzed as three separate
items (e.g., using the dichotomous Rasch model),
then the assumption of local independence must be
made. Each person’s response to any one of these
items must be assumed to be uninfluenced by his/
her responses to the other two. In most dichoto-

mously scored tests, this is a reasonable assump-
tion. But within an item cluster, items have a shared

dependence on a common stem and are thus less
likely to be locally independent.
A second issue arises when items of this type

are used in an adaptive test. The usual practice in
adaptive testing is to select from an item bank the
unused item that provides the most information
about the person being measured. If the items in a
cluster are treated as independent dichotomously
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scored items and selected in the usual way, then a

respondent may be required to read a long piece
of introductory text (perhaps as long as one or two
paragraphs of detailed information) to answer only
one item in a cluster. If, later in the test, that person
is directed to another item in the same cluster, then
he or she may find it necessary to reread the text
before attempting this second item.

In an adaptive test it is probably more efficient
to treat a cluster as a single &dquo;item.&dquo; If each cluster
can be calibrated and stored in a bank, then the
next most informative cluster can be selected for

presentation. In this way, respondents are required
to read the accompanying text only once and can
attempt all questions in a cluster together. The score
on each cluster is simply a count of the questions
in that cluster answered correctly, and takes values
between 0 and an (where m is the number of ques-
tions in the cluster).

interactive Items

A fourth type of polytomously-scored item that
might be calibrated and included in an item bank
is a computer-administered item which provides
feedback to respondents during a test. This feed-
back may simply inform respondents of their suc-
cess or failure on each item and offer a second

attempt if an item is failed. Failure on a second

attempt might be followed by a third or fourth
attempt. Under this &dquo;answer-until-correct&dquo; format

(Whetton & Childs, 1982; Wilcox, 1982), credit
on each item is awarded on the basis of the number

of attempts required to provide the correct answer
to that item.

In an interactive test, feedback might also be
given in the form of one or more hints (Trismen,
1981, 1982, 1983). Under this format, persons fail-

ing on their first attempt receive a hint and an

opportunity to try again. Failure after a hint may
be followed by further assistance. Each person’s
score is then based on the number of hints required
to arrive at the correct answer. Masters and Adams

(1985) have investigated the use of latent trait

methods to calibrate computer-administered items
with hints.

The Partial Credit 1Vt&reg;de~

The method developed here for banking non-
dichotomously scored items is based on a mea-

surement model for ordered response categories.
This model requires the a priori specification of a
set of possible scores (0,1, ... , m;) that can be ob-
tained on each item i. The model probability of
person n with ability !3n scoring x (x = 0,1, ... , ~rai)
on item i is denoted 1Tnix and is given by

where 8,y is a parameter associated with the tran-
sition between scores of j - and j on item i. The
role of these item parameters is illustrated below.
When Equations 1 and 2 are used to calibrate a set
of polytomously-scored items, mi parameters are
estimated for each item a. One parameter r3n is

estimated for each person n. This model is de-
scribed by Masters (1982) and Masters and Wright
(1984). Applications of the model are described by
Wright and Masters (1982), Andrich (1982), Mas-
ters (1984), Adams (1985), and Koch and Dodd
(1985, 1986).

Starting a Bank

An item bank can be established by gathering
together a small set of items and administering
them to a group of persons. These items are then

calibrated and used as a core around which a bank
can be developed. To illustrate a procedure for
starting a bank, 14 items from the Watson-Glaser
Critical Thinking Appraisal (Form A) were admin-
istered to a group of 368 Australian university stu-
dents. Each of these 14 &dquo;items&dquo; is actually a ques-
tion cluster, with all questions in the cluster referring
to the same piece of introductory text (as in Fig-
ure 1). The 14 items vary in size, the smallest being
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a cluster of two questions, the largest a cluster of
six questions.

In general, a bank will contain dozens, and pos-
sibly hundreds, of items. This paper is not con-
cerned with a bank of this size; rather, its purpose
is to illustrate a procedure for calibrating a small
core of items and then adding new items to this
core. This procedure for adding new items can be
repeated to build up a bank of any size.
To calibrate these initial 14 items, a count was

made of the number of questions in each cluster
answered correctly by each student. This gave each
student a score between 0 (no questions in that
cluster correct) and me (all m; questions correct) on
each item i. It should be noted that these scores do
not indicate the specific questions a student an-
swered correctly: A score of 2 on item i simply
indicates that the student succeeded on two of the

M, questions in that cluster.
The resulting data were analyzed using CREDIT2’,

a microcomputer program for the Rasch analysis
of ordered response categories. The estimation pro-

cedure implemented by this program is described
in detail by Wright and Masters (1982) and is a
generalization of the UCON procedure described by
Wright and Stone (1979) for the dichotomous Rasch
model. The results of the item analysis are shown
in Table 1. The analysis provides a set of parameter
estimates for each item, a standard error for each
estimate, and a statistic summarizing the fit of each
item to the model.

For an item containing three questions, CREDIT2
provides three estimates. But these estimates can-
not be interpreted as the difficulties of the three
questions in that item: The details of responses to
individual questions within an item have not been
retained in this analysis. Rather, the estimates for
each item correspond to the transitions between the
four response categories defined for that item (0-
none of the three questions correct; 1-any one
question in the cluster correct; 2-any two ques-
tions correct; 3-all three questions correct).

For example, Item 8 (CL08) is a three-question
cluster for which the estimates - .95, - .01, and
1.45 logits were obtained. Students with ability
estimates less than - .95 logits are estimated to be
most likely to fail all three questions in this cluster
to obtain a score of 0 on Item 8. For students with

estimates between - .95 and - 0 logits, the most

1CREDIT2 is based on the program CREDIT (Masters, Wright, &

Ludlow, 1981) and is available in both FORTRAN and BASIC from
the authors.

Table 1

Parameter Estimates and Their Standard Errors for Each of 14 Item Clusters

from Form A of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, and Item Fit Index

for Each Item, for Group A
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probable outcome on Item 8 is estimated to be suc-
cess on one (any one) of these three questions and
failure on the other two. Between - .01 and 1.45

logits, the most probable outcome is success on
any two questions in this cluster but failure on the
other one. Students with ability estimates greater
than 1.45 logits are estimated to be most likely to
succeed on all three questions to make a score of
3 on Item 8.

This can be seen in Figure 2b. They = 0 curve
for Item 8 shows how the probability of failure on
all three questions in Item 8 is modeled to decrease
with increasing ability. They = 1 curve shows
how the probability of succeeding on only one of
these three questions is modeled to increase and
then decrease with ability, and so on. The three
estimates ( - .95, - .Ol, and 1.45 logits) for Item 8
correspond to the intersections of probability curves
0 and 1, 1 and 2, and 2 and 3.

Although Items 4, 8, and 9 in Figure 2 are all
three-question clusters (and so are all scored from
0 to 3), the model probability curves for these three
items are not identical. Differences between these

three sets of probability curves reflect differences
in the way the questions within these three items
operate.
When ordered response categories are defined as

counts of correct answers to a set of questions,
regardless of which questions within that cluster
were answered correctly, it is possible to ask what
the shape of the model probability curves would
be if all questions within that cluster were locally
independent and of the same difficulty. The answer
is that the curves would look something like the
picture for Item 8: The pattern would be sym-
metrical with a spacing of l.l logits between suc-
cessive intersection points (see Masters & Wright,
1984). If questions within a cluster are locally in-
dependent but not of the same difficulty, then the
pattern of probability curves for that cluster be-
comes more dispersed.

The small spacing of the estimates for Item 4
(top of Figure 2) indicates that the three questions
in this cluster are not functioning as locally inde-
pendent items. There is a tendency for students to

either succeed on all three questions in this cluster
to obtain a score of 3, or to fail all three questions
and score 0. The possibility of such dependence
was, of course, a reason for not treating the three
questions in Item 4 as independent dichotomously-
scored items.
The pattern of probability curves for Item 9 at

the bottom of Figure 2 suggests that one of the
three questions in this cluster is very much easier
than the other two. This is because there is a wide

range of ability in which success on one question
but failure on the other two is the most probable
result. It is not possible to tell from this analysis
which of the questions in Item 9 is easier than the
other two. Notice also that for Item 9 there is no

region of the ability continuum in which success
on only two questions is the most probable outcome
on this item: Respondents are most likely to suc-
ceed on only one question in Item 9 or to succeed
on all three. (This can also be seen from the esti-
mates - 2.40, -.10, and - .12 for Item 9 which
indicate that probability curves 2 and 3 intersect
slightly to the left of the intersection of curves 1

and 2.) Again, the pattern of probability curves
suggests a lack of independence among the ques-
tions in this cluster.

The statistic in the right-hand column of Table 1
summarizes the fit of each item to this model. This

statistic (a standardized weighted mean square) was
described by Wright and Masters (1982). When
data conform to the model used here, this fit sta-

tistic has an expected mean of about zero, and an
expected standard deviation near 1, meaning that
the probability of this statistic exceeding + 2 is

about .02.

Two items (CL03 and CL13) in Table 1 have fit
statistics greater than + 2 and thus show relatively
poor fit to the model. These two items appear not
to be working in the same way as the other 12
critical thinking items. There may be some general
problem with these two items, or the problem may
be specific to this group of Australian students. It

could, for example, be the result of an interaction
of these items with cultural factors. Whatever the

reason, before including Items 3 and 13 in a bank,
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
Item Information Curves for Items 4, 8, and 9

an investigation into the reasons for their behavior
may be warranted.

Adaptive Testing

Once items have been calibrated, the estimates
for each item can be attached to that item and stored

in a bank. Items can then be selected from the bank

to construct tests tailored to the abilities of indi-

viduals. In a computer adaptive test, items usually
are selected to maximize the precision of each per-
son’s measure. This is done by selecting the item
with the highest &dquo;information&dquo; level at the re-

spondent’s current ability estimate. (This is not the
only possible decision rule for selecting items in
an adaptive test, but it is the most common and
the most convenient.) Under the measurement model
used here, the information available from item i at
ability j3~ is given by

where Pnik (k = 1,2, ... , ml) is the model probabil-
ity of person n with estimated ability ?~ succeeding
on k questions in cluster i.

Figure 3 shows how the information In; available
from Items 4, 8, and 9 (from Figure 2) varies with
ability. These three items are differentially infor-
mative in different parts of the ability continuum.
Item 8 is more informative (i.e., provides more
precise measurement) than Items 4 and 9 for per-
sons with ability estimates greater than about .5

logits. Item 4 is most informative between about
- 2 and 0 logits, and Item 9 is more informative
than Items 4 and 8 only at very low levels of ability
below - 2 logits. This is due to the one very easy
question in this cluster.

Computer adaptive testing with non-dichoto-

mous items proceeds in exactly the same way as
for dichotomous items (Weiss, 1982). During an
adaptive test, a decision about which item to ad-
minister next is made by comparing levels of in-
formation for the unused items in the bank at the

respondent’s current ability estimate. Levels of item
information might be calculated during a test, or
they might be read from a table constructed prior
to testing.

Adding to the Bank

Most item banks are dynamic. New items are
added as they are developed and old items are dis-
carded as they become irrelevant. The simplest way
to incorporate new items into a bank is to admin-
ister them with some existing bank items. This
provides a link between new items and the current
bank and allows all items to be calibrated on the

same bank scale.
To illustrate this linking procedure, 10 new crit-

ical thinking items of the same type as the 14 cluster
items already in this bank were administered to a
second group of 367 students, together with six
items (CL09 to CL14) from the bank. The responses
of this second group of students (&dquo;Group B&dquo;) to
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these 16 items were analyzed, and the results are
shown in Table 2.

Two of the 16 items in Table 2 have relatively
large positive fit statistics. The first of these, Item 13
with a fit value of 1.91, was one of the two items
that showed evidence of misfit when it was cali-

brated on the first group of students (&dquo;Group A&dquo;).
Its large fit value provides further evidence that it
is not defining the same variable as the rest of these
critical thinking items. The other misfitting item,
Item 24, has an unusually large fit value of 4.43.
This definitely warrants inspection.

Item 24 is a four-question cluster about the re-
lease of public school children during school time
to attend religious instruction in their own churches.
There are several plausible explanations for the
aberrant behavior of this item. First, the use of the
term ‘ ‘public school&dquo; can be expected to produce
confusion. In Australia, a public school usually is
one of a small number of elite church-owned schools

outside the state system. The issue of religious
instruction in these schools might be perceived dif-
ferently from the issue of religious instruction in
state schools. Second, one of the questions in this
cluster describes religious instruction during school

hours as being in violation of the Australian con-
stitution. It is usual in Australian state schools for
students to be released once a week during school
hours to attend instruction in their own religions.
This, supposedly, is not in violation of the Aus-
tralian constitution. Third, to make a perfect score
on this item, Australian students must describe the
two arguments in favor of current Australian prac-
tice as weak and the two arguments against current
practice as strong. Exactly the opposite is true of
the American respondents on whom this item was
normed. These cultural interactions almost cer-

tainly account for the very poor fit of Item 24 and
suggest that this item should not be included in an
Australian bank of critical thinking items.

For each of the six link items (CL09 to CL14)
taken by students in both Group A and Group B,
two sets of estimates are now available. These es-
timates are expressed on different scales-the re-
sult of setting the mean of the 48 estimates in Table 1

to zero, and then setting the mean of the 47 esti-
mates in Table 2 to zero. To bring all estimates to
the same scale, an adjustment must be made for
this difference in scale origin.

In Figure 4, the 16 estimates for these six link

Table 2
Parameter Estimates and Their Standard Errors for Each of 16

Item Clusters from Form A of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking
Appraisal, and Item Fit Index for Each Item, for Group B
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Figure 4
Estimates for Link Items Calibrated

on Student Groups A and B

items resulting from their calibration on Group B
(Table 2) are plotted against their estimates from
Group A (Table 1). The mean of the 16 estimates
resulting from the calibration of these items on
Group A and the mean of the 16 estimates resulting
from their calibration on Group B were calculated,
and a line with slope 1.0 is drawn through these
two means. The intercept (.25 logits) on the Group B
axis is the difference between the scale origins,
and is therefore the amount that must be subtracted

from the estimates in Table 2 to bring them to the
bank scale. This simple linking procedure allows
any new set of items to be added to a bank, pro-
vided that they first approximate the measurement
model.

A final quality control check in this banking pro-
cedure is to compare the observed spread of points
about the diagonal line in Figure 4 with their mod-
eled variation. This check on the internal consist-

ency of the common-item link is a check on the

invariant operation of these six link items across
the two student groups. For each of the points
(bija 1;,~) plotted in Figure 4, a difference Õ¡jA - 8ij,
can be calculated and standardized to

where S¡jA is the standard error of estimate 8¡jA, and
S¡jB is the standard error of 8¡jB. *
The inspection of these standardized differences

for the 16 points in Figure 4 shows that almost all
have values between - and + 1; two are outside
the range - 2 to + 2. When estimates from two

calibration groups are very different, this indicates
that one or more link items is not functioning in
the same way in the two groups. It may be desirable
to remove particularly erratic items from a link to
improve the equating (see Wright & Bell, 1984).
For these data, there is probably very little to be
gained by not using all available link items.

Using the Bank

The application of this item banking procedure
has resulted in a small bank of calibrated items. In
view of its very poor fit, Item 24 should probably
be removed from this bank, at least for Australian
students. The anomalous behavior of this item low-
ers the utility of the bank for making item-free
measures of critical thinking. Ideally, the second
set of items (calibrated on Group B) should be re-
calibrated with Item 24 removed. The linking pro-
cedure might then be carried out again on the new
set of estimates.
The item fit analysis has also raised a question

about the validity of Items 3 and 13. Some further
investigation of these two items is desirable. At
this stage, Items 3 and 13 could probably be re-
tained in the bank until some explanation for their
less than ideal fit has been found.

With these items calibrated, other critical think-
ing items might be added to the bank in the same
way. Initially, these new bank items might come
from other forms of the Critical Thinking Appraisal
already in existence. All that is required to add
items to a bank is to administer them along with
some existing bank items. Once a large bank is
available, this can be used as a source of items for
the construction of new test forms. And, because
all bank items are calibrated on the same scale,
scores on these different forms can be converted
to the bank scale and compared directly.

The procedure for converting scores on new test
forms to measures in logits on the bank scale is
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straightforward. A user begins by selecting L items
from the bank. Each item i drawn from the bank

is scored from 0 to nat, and is accompanied by
parameter estimates Sil9 17i29 &dquo;’ 8¡mi’ The maximum
score that can be made on the resulting L-item test
is ~’ _ 2,=~. ·
Each scores between 1 and T- 1 on this test is

now converted to an ability estimate B,, (in logits)
on the bank scale. The starting point is to define
an initial ability value ~R = In [R/(T - R)] for each
score 12. This is substituted into the following cycle,
which is repeated until improvements in B become
insignificant.
l. For each score 1~, start cycle: f1R = B R’
2. For each item i, calculate

3. The improved estimate

is obtained, ending the cycle.
At the end of the first cycle, the new value of

j8~ is used to begin another cycle. At the end of
each subsequent cycle, the new value ofB~ is com-
pared with the estimate from the previous cycle
(now ~1R). If IBR - ARI < .01, the procedure is ter-
minated and the current value of ~R is used as the
ability estimate corresponding to a score off on
this L-item test. The measurement error associated
with B R can be estimated as

The above expressions can also be used for the
selection of items in computer adaptive tests. The
information provided by each item i at ability es-
timate B, is simply IRi = Z; - Y;2. During an adap-
tive test, IRZ might be calculated for each item i at

the current ability estimate ~R and used to select
the most informative unused item. Alternatively,
values of the item information might be calculated
for a range of abilities prior to testing and used to
construct item orders which could be stored and
referred to during an adaptive test.

Discussion

The psychometric method used to transform a
collection of items into a coherent measuring sys-
tem is perhaps the most important part of an item
bank. Items themselves are transient and expend-
able : They can be interchanged and replaced as
required. But the bank scale upon which items are
calibrated and persons are measured, and the psy-
chometric method used to support this scale, are
more permanent features of an item bank. Without
a supporting psychometric method, an item bank
ceases to be a measuring system and reverts to a
mere collection.

The banking procedure described and applied in
this paper is based on a simple extension of Rash’ s
dichotomous measurement model to responses scored

in more than two response categories. In fact, it is
probably the simplest possible extension of the Rasch
model in that it applies the dichotomous model to
each pair of adjacent response alternatives. An ad-
vantage of this simple formulation is that it permits
the separation of person and item parameters during
estimation. This makes conditional and uncondi-

tional maximum likelihood estimation straightfor-
ward (see Wright & Masters, 1982), and makes
the item banking procedure described in this paper
simple enough to be applied routinely on a micro-
computer.
The application of this procedure allows item

banks to be extended to incorporate a wider variety
of item response formats than just correct/incorrect
scoring. When this method is used, parameter es-
timates for an item will be valid from occasion to

occasion only if the ordered performance levels in
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that item are defined in more or less the same way
each time the item is used. To ensure comparabil-
ity, it may be necessary to provide bank users with
descriptions of the criteria to be applied in rating
performances on bank items or in awarding partial
credit. In an educational context, objectivity might
be further improved by including samples of stu-
dent work as illustrations of scoring criteria. Pro-
vided that a few simple precautions of this type are
taken, it should be possible for constructors of item
banks to use the method described in this paper to

calibrate a wider variety of item types and to be-
come more adventurous in their choice of materials
for inclusion in an item bank.
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